in racism and human rights, the fourth edition of the European Islamophobia
Report addresses a still timely and politically important issue. All 34 country

reports included in this book follow a unique structure that is convenient, first, for comparing country reports and, second, for selected readings on a particular topic such as
politics, employment, or education with regards to Islamophobia across Europe.
The present report investigates in detail the underlying dynamics that directly or indirectly
support the rise of anti-Muslim racism in Europe. This extends from Islamophobic statements spread in national media to laws and policies that restrain the fundamental rights
of European Muslim citizens. As a result, the European Islamophobia Report 2018 discusses the impact of anti-Muslim discourse on human rights, multiculturalism, and the
state of law in Europe.
This fourth edition of our report highlights how European societies are challenged by the
rise of violent far-right groups that do not only preach hatred of Muslims but also participate in the organization of bloody terror attacks. The rise of far-right terrorist groups such
as AFO (Action of Operational Forces) in France or the network Hannibal in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland confirms EUROPOL’s alarming surveys on the growing danger
of right-wing terrorism.
This year, SETA worked in cooperation with the Leopold Weiss Institute, an Austrian NGO
based in Vienna dedicated to the research of Muslims in Europe. In addition, the European Union has funded the European Islamophobia Report 2018 through the program
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Executive Summary
Islamophobia in Kosovo, a Muslim-majority country in Europe, differs from ‘typical’
Islamophobia in some member states of the European Union. There are two main
assumptions illustrating this difference. First, modeled on Western characteristics of
stereotyping Islam, Islamophobia is a ‘tool’ the country’s political elite uses in order
to fully be accepted in Euro-Atlantic circles. Numerous state reports for example
show that ‘radicalization’ issues are given highest priority in current Kosovar politics.
Another example is a 2018 Kosovar NGO report arguing against a possible Kosovo
membership in the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) due to Kosovo’s
Euro-Atlantic agenda.
Second, it is argued that Kosovar Islamophobia is one of the harshest in Europe
in the sense that it systematically erases ‘Muslimness’ from Albanian, or Kosovar,
identity in the national discourses. Islamophobic social media pages, for instance,
represent ‘Muslimness’ as something that is not Albanian or Kosovar. The scapegoats
of Islamophobia in Kosovo are, on the one hand, the Albanian diaspora living in the
West and, on the other, homeland Muslims bearing Islamic signifiers stigmatized
by Western Islamophobia, i.e. beards and hijabs. The 2018 verbal attacks on Kosovo-born and Swiss national football player Xherdan Shaqiri and the still ongoing
controversies regarding the headscarf in public institutions have shown this.
Kosovar media still represents Islam in Kosovo through the following binary:
‘peaceful’ pre-war Islam vs. ‘radical’ post-war Islam. This discourse is challenged from
times to times through articles published in widely read newspapers and written by
scholars addressing more complex issues regarding Islam in Kosovo. When it comes
to employment discrimination, Islamophobia tends not even to be considered. At
the same time, the Kosovo-Albanian diaspora’s vital economic contribution to the
country is conceptualized in Islamophobic dichotomies. Furthermore, ‘radical Islam’
is a key word used to delegitimize internal political enemies. The year 2018 represented no exceptions to these tendencies.
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Përmbledhje Ekzekutive
Islamofobia në Kosovë, një shtet me një shumicë myslimane në Europë, dallon
nga Islamofobia ‘tipike’ e Bashkimit Europian. Në këtë raport do të ilustrohet
karakteri specifik i Islamofobisë në Kosovë përmes dy hipotezave: (1) Inspiruar
nga karakteristikat perëndimore të stereotipizimit të Islamit, Islamofobia është një
‘mjet’ të cilin elita politike e vendit e përdorë për t’u pranuar plotësisht në qarqet
euroatlantike. Shembull për këtë është numri i madh i raporteve shtetërore që merren
me ‘radikalizimin fetar’. Një shembull tjetër është një raport i një OJQ-je Kosovare
(Instituti i Prishtinës për Studime Politike) i vitit 2018 i cili shprehet kundër një
anëtarësimi të mundshëm të Kosovës në Organizatën e Bashkëpunimit Islam (OBI)
për shkak të agjendës euroatlantike të Kosovës.
(2) Islamofobia kosovare është një nga më të ashprat në Europë në kuptimin
që sistematikisht e fshin aspektin mysliman nga identiteti shqiptar apo kosovar
në ligjërimet dominuese. Faqet në rrjetet sociale të cilat shpërndajnë përmbajtje
islamofobe e paraqesin aspektin mysliman si diçka që nuk ka të bëjë me identitetin
shqiptar apo kosovar. Islamofobia në Kosovë e shënjestron, nga një anë, diasporën
shqiptare që jeton në Perëndim dhe, nga ana tjetër, myslimanët në Kosovë të
cilët bijnë në sy për shkak të shenjave myslimaneve që Islamofobia perëndimore i
stigmatizon: pra mjekra dhe shamia. Sulmet verbale të vitit 2018 kundër Xherdan
Shaqirit, një futbollist i cili ka lindur në Kosovë por luan për kombëtaren zvicerane,
dhe polemikat rreth mbajtjes së shamisë në institucione publike e ilustrojnë këtë.
Mediat kosovare ende e paraqesin Islamin në Kosovë nëpërmjet një dualitetit:
Islami ‘paqësor’ i periudhës së paraluftës kundrejt ‘Islamit radikal’ të pasluftës. Ky
ligjërim sfidohet herë pas here përmes artikujve të botuar në gazeta gjerësisht të
lexuara dhe të shkruara nga akademikët të cilët trajtojnë çështje më komplekse lidhur
me Islamin në Kosovë. Sa i përket diskriminimit në punësim mund të konstatohet
që Islamofobia si shkaktar i diskriminimit rrallë merret parasysh. Në të njëjtën kohë,
mënyra sesi (nën)vlerësohet kontributi jetësor ekonomik i diasporës kosovare bazohet
në një klasifikim islamofob të kësaj diaspore. Për më tepër, ‘Islami radikal’ është një
fjalë kyçe që përdoret për të delegjitimuar armiqtë e brendshëm politikë. Viti 2018
nuk ka paraqitur ndonjë përjashtim në lidhje me këto tendenca.
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Country Profile
Country: Kosovo
Type of Regime: Democratic Republic
Form of Government: Parliamentary Government
Ruling Parties: PANA Coalition (Center-Right, Liberal, Center-Left) led by Prime
Minister Ramush Haradinaj
Opposition Parties: Vetëvendosje (left-wing); Social Democratic Party of Kosovo
(Center-Left, the party was created due to internal split within Vetëvendosje after the
2017 elections); and LDK (Center-Right)
Last Elections: 2017 Parliamentary Elections (PANA government + reserved minority seats included: 61 seats; Albanian left-wing opposition [VV]: 32 seats; Albanian center-right opposition [LDK]: 25 seats)
Total Population: 1.7 million (2011)
Major Languages: Albanian
Official Religion: No official religion (Secularism)
Statistics on Islamophobia: In the 2017 police report addressing incidents targeting
religious objects, 38 crimes were recorded. The majority of these crimes, 21 in number, were directed against the Islamic community.
Statistics on Racism and Discrimination: According to the 2010 Kosovo Human
Development Report, which focused on social exclusion, the Kosovo Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian (RAE) communities are “the poorest and most excluded” ones.
Major Religions (% of Population): Muslim 95.6%, Roman Catholic 2.2%, Orthodox 1.5%
Muslim Population (% of Population): 1.6 million (96%) in 2011 (according to
the last official census)
Main Muslim Community Organizations: BIK – Bashkësia Islame e Kosovës (Islamic Community of Kosovo) and BTK – Bashkësia e Tarikateve të Kosovës (Union
of Kosovo Tarikats)
Main NGOs Combating Islamophobia: N/A
Far-Right Parties: N/A
Far-Right Movements: N/A
Far-Right Terrorist Organizations: N/A
Limitations to Islamic Practices
− Hijab Ban: Limitations and controversies regarding the wearing of headscarves
in public institutions are still ongoing.
− Halal Slaughter Ban: No
− Minaret Ban: No
− Circumcision Ban: No
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−
−

Burka Ban: Limitations and controversies regarding the wearing of the burka in
public institutions are still ongoing.
Prayer Ban: In 2018, Kosovo limited the police officers’ rights to attend prayers
during their working hours.
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Introduction
Kosovo is a Muslim1 country situated in a continent, which discursively defines itself
as exclusively Christian.2 This Albanian position in Europe has provoked a vivid
academic discussion with regards to Albanian identity over the last 20 years. Some
argue that Europe used this Albanian feature in order to construct Albanians as the
infinite internal ‘other’ since the 19th century.3 In local discourses, Albanian identity
exists exclusively in orientalist dichotomies: either one is a ‘Western’ secular Albanian
or an ‘oriental’ Muslim one.4 A third recurrent argument is that Albanian elites (be it
in Macedonia, Albania, or Kosovo) use the ‘good European Muslim’ argument, i.e.
Albanians, against the ‘bad non-European Muslims’ argument, e.g. Syrians, in the
current debates about the ‘Balkan route,’ when dealing politically with the Euro-Atlantic hegemony.5 This approach necessarily produces Islamophobia.6
The Albanian situation within the ummah is vital in understanding the nature of
Islamophobia in Kosovo. From this perspective, one can better grasp why a common
theme of this report is that Kosovar Islamophobia should be contextualized in the
strategy of the country’s elite to get accepted fully in Euro-Atlantic political circles.
Consequently, Islamophobia in Kosovo is modeled on Western characteristics of stereotyping Islam.7
In line with the prior argument, one can also suggest that this form of Islamophobia is one of the harshest in Europe in the sense that it systematically erases
‘Muslimness’ from Albanian, or Kosovar, identity. Furthermore, in a country with
a 95.6% majority of Muslims, Islamophobia is not only hybrid but also self-humiliating.8 To put it differently, habits in daily life derived from Islamic practices are
omnipresent in Kosovar society, but Kosovo-Albanian elites fail to reproduce discursively this reality in a non-Islamophobic way. The scapegoat in these discriminatory
1. Muslim piety is a pluralistic experience in Kosovo. The majority of Muslims are Sunnis (represented by BIK), but
there are also Sufis (represented by BTK).
2. Fatima El-Tayeb, “Creolizing Europe”, Manifesta Journal 17 (2004), pp. 9-11.
3. Isa Blumi, “The Commodification of Otherness and the Ethnic Unit in the Balkans: How to Think about Albanians”, East European Politics and Societies, 12 (1998), pp. 527-530.
4. Enis Sulstarova, Arratisja nga Lindja: Orientalizmi shqiptar nga Naimi te Kadareja, (Tirana: 2007, third edition
[first edition in 2006]), p. 10.
5. Piro Rexhepi, “Arab Others at European Borders: Racializing Religion and Refugees along the ‘Balkan Route”,
Ethnic and Racial Studies, 41 (2018), p. 2215; Behar Sadriu, “Grasping the Syrian War, A View from Albanians in
the Balkans”, Nationalities Papers, 45 (2017), pp. 540-541.
6. Mahmood Mamdani, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim: America, the Cold War, and the Roots of Terror, (New York: 2004),
pp. 12-14.
7. Islamophobia is geographically not restricted to the West, see: Enes Bayraklı, Farid Hafez and Léonard Faytre,
Making Sense of Islamophobia in Muslim Societies, (New York: 2018), p. 5.
8. “Regjistrimi i Popullsisë, Ekonomive Familjare dhe Banesave në Kosovë 2011: Rezultatet Përfundimtare - Të
Dhënat Kryesore”, Kosovo Agency of Statistics, http://ask.rks-gov.net/media/2074/te-dhenat-kryesore.pdf, (Access
date: 1 September 2019).
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discourses are, first, the Albanian diaspora living in the West, one of the most vital
factors of Kosovar society which is represented as the ‘oriental’ Muslim Albanian other, and, second, homeland Muslims bearing Islamic signifiers stigmatized by Western
Islamophobia, i.e. beards and hijabs.9
All in all, the year 2018 represented no exception to these tendencies. The two
common themes of this report will be substantiated with empirical evidence in the
following sections.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and
Discursive Events
Physical and Verbal Attacks
In 2018, no official data regarding Islamophobic crimes were published.10 However, from January 2017 to July of the same year, 38 incidents targeting religious
objects including property damage, thefts, and graffiti were reported.11 The majority
of these crimes, 21 in number, were directed against objects of the Islamic community.12 The graffiti on mosques, tagged by opponents of the new mosque planned to
be built in Prishtina, Kosovo’s capital city, aroused public attention in 2017.13 They
were first sprayed on a building of the University of Prishtina on 1 August: “There
will be no Turkish mosque in Dardania [a neighborhood close to the city center]”
and “Death to Naim Tërnava [Grand Mufti of Kosovo] and Hashim the Turk [allusion to Hashim Thaçi, Kosovo’s president]” (Figs. 1-2).14 The next day, one saw the
same graffiti on different mosques in Prishtina.15 The Islamic Community of Kosovo
(BIK) condemned the graffiti as hate speech and invoked the perpetrators to refrain
from violence; the police arrested one suspect and looked for others involved.16
9. “Raporti Vjetor 2017”, Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo, https://www.bqk-kos.org/repository/docs/2017/
BQK_RV_2017.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019). In 2017, it is estimated that Kosovo’s diaspora remitted
around 760 million Euros to Kosovo. It is even believed that the number is twice as large due to unregistered
amounts of money entering the country, which would mean that remittances from the diaspora are higher than the
Kosovo state budget.
10. In the 2018 Kosovo police report, crimes against religious objects do not appear in the figures, whereas the
countering ‘religious extremism’ is a priority, see “Annual Report 2018”, Kosovo Police, http://www.kosovopolice.
com/repository/docs/RAPORTI_VJETOR_SHQIP.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
11. “Rreth 40 Raste Të Dëmtimeve Të Objekteve Fetare”, Radio Evropa e Lirë, 10 September 2017, https://www.
evropaelire.org/a/demtimet-e-objekteve-fetare/28727122.html, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
12. “Raport Për Liritë Fetare Ndërkombëtare Në Kosovë Për Vitin 2017”, U.S. Embassy in Kosovo, https://xk.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/133/IRFReport_2017_Albanian.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
13. Ibid, p. 10.
14. Ibid.
15. “Grafite Të Reja Rreth Xhamisë: ‘Hashim Thaçi E Naim Tërnava Do Të Vriten”, Koha.net, 4 August 2017,
https://www.koha.net/arberi/36003/grafite-te-reja-rreth-xhamise-hashim-thaci-e-naim-ternava-do-te-vriten/, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
16. “Mbishkrime Kërcënuese Në Ndërtesën E Fakultetit Filologjik Të Prishtinës”, TV Shenja, 1 August 2017,
http://shenja.tv/mbishkrime-kercenuese-ne-ndertesen-e-fakultetit-filologjik-te-prishtines/, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
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Figure 1: Graffiti on a building of the University of Prishtina: “There will be no Turkish mosque in Dardania”.
Source: TV Shenja, 1 August, 2017 (see Footnote 15).

Figure 1: Graffiti on a building of the University of Prishtina: “There will be no Turkish m
Source: TV Shenja, 1 August, 2017 (see Footnote 15).

Figure 2: Graffiti on the mosque property: “Death to Naim Tërnava [Grand Mufti of Kosovo] and Hashim the Turk”. (see
Footnote 14).

Figure 2: Graffiti on the mosque property: “Death to Naim Tërnava [Grand Mufti of Kosovo] and Hash
Turk”. (see Footnote 14).

17. Xherdan Shaqiri, Twitter, 22 June 2018, https://twitter.com/xs_11official/status/1010276354233896960?lang
=en, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
18. “Islamofobi Enver Robelli Terbohet Se Pse Muslimani Xherdan Shaqiri Tha ‘Elhamdulilah’ Pas Golit”, Gazeta
Impakt, 22 June 2018, http://gazetaimpakt.com/islamofobi-enver-robelli-terbohet-se-pse-muslimani-xherdan-shaqiri-tha-elhamdulilah-pas-golit/, (Access date: 1 September 2019). [Enver Robelli deleted his post after being harshly criticized; in the link, one can see a screenshot of his post].
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Figure 3: Post by football player Xherdan Shariqi that lead to the polemics. (see Footnote 17).

Figure 3: Post by football player Xherdan Shariqi that lead to the polemics. (see Footnote 17).

Figure 3: Post by football player Xherdan Shariqi that lead to the polemics. (see Footnote 17).

Figure 4: The original post commenting on Shaqiri by journalist Enver Robelli (later deleted from the Internet).

Figure 4: The original post commenting
(see Footnote 18).on Shaqiri by journalist Enver Robelli (later deleted from the Internet). (see
Footnote 18).

Employment

Figure 4: The original post commenting on Shaqiri by journalist Enver Robelli (later deleted from the Internet).
(see Footnote 18).

Given Kosovo’s structural economic problems (high unemployment, lack of physical
and job security, and low wages – to mention a few), one can argue that this economic system can be understood as “racial capitalism.”19 Consequently, Islamophobia
in the Kosovar labor market should be seen as an integral part of the intersectional
marginalization of “racial capitalism,” which is characterized by the inextricable agglomerate of economic exploitation and the humiliation of racialized subjects.20
Run by the country’s elites, Kosovar NGOs working on economic questions
tend not to even consider Islamophobia in employment.21 One could suggest that
19. Cedric Robinson, “Black Marxism”, The Making of the Black Radical Tradition, (London: 1983), p. 9.
20. Ibid.
21. “Labour Market Discrimination: How Job Advertisements Create Gender Inequality”, GAP Institute, May 2017,
http://www.institutigap.org/documents/20684_LABOUR%20MARKET%20DISCRIMINATION.pdf,
(Access
date: 1 September 2019); “Joaktiviteti I Grave Në Tregun E Punës:Faktorët Që Mbajnë Gratë Jashtë Tregut Të Punës”,
Demokraci Për Zhvillim (D4D), https://d4d-ks.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/D4D_PI_12_W4D_SHQ_WEB.
pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
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this ignoring is deliberate and aims at erasing ‘Muslimness’ from Albanian identity. This becomes even more tangible when one compares these NGO reports with
the experience of Islamic institutions in Kosovo. According to the BIK, observant
Muslims are marginalized in the job market, especially in the public sector.22 Besa
Ismaili, professor at the Faculty of Islamic Studies in Prishtina, highlighted that this
discrimination exists for observant Muslim women, too.23
Even though their contribution is vital for Kosovar society, professional life of
Albanians living in the West is not valued in Kosovo and is framed in an Islamophobic manner in the national discourse.24 The Albanian diaspora is portrayed as ‘stuck
in old (Islamic) traditions,’ and being exclusively employed at construction sites
(men) or as cleaning personnel (women).25 Every summer, when a lot of diaspora
families spend their holidays at home, stereotypes of this kind get revived. In 2018,
the widely shared satirical online newspaper Kukunews, for example, took an excerpt
of a television interview, in which a homeland Kosovar tells about his brother living
abroad and wanting him to buy an expensive iPhone this summer (Fig. 5).26 What is
conveyed here through humorous rhetorical devices is the widespread stereotype of
relative working on a German construction site and whose ‘duty’ it is to dish out money for th
an ‘oriental’ family relative working on a German construction site and whose ‘duty’
it is to dish out money
for the
economic
needsrelatives
of his family
relatives in Kosovo.
economic
needs
of his family
in Kosovo.

Figure 5: The Kukunews post referring to the Albanian diaspora in Europe (called ‘shaci’)
by the satirical newspaper. (see Footnote 26).

Figure 5: The Kukunews post referring to the Albanian diaspora in Europe (called ‘shaci’) by the satiric
newspaper. (see Footnote 26).

Education
22. See: “Raport Për Liritë
Fetare Ndërkombëtare Në Kosovë Për Vitin 2017”, U.S. Embassy in Kosovo, p. 1.

23. For the quote of BesaWhen
Ismaili it
seecomes
Shqipe Gocaj,
Shtresë
e Pëlhurës
Shoqërore:
Gratë
e Mbuluara
to how“Një
Islam
is Tjetër
treated
in Kosovo’s
high
schools,
onetënotices the biased focu
Kosovës”, Kallxo.com, 29 July 2017, https://kallxo.com/gjnk/nje-shtrese-tjeter-e-pelhures-shoqerore-grate-e-mbuluara-te-kosoves/, (Accesson
date:
1 Septemberthat
2019).
narratives
are ‘Albanian and European.’ This discourse drastically sanctions voic
24. “Raporti Vjetor 2017”, Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo, p. 32.

criticizing
theseGazeta
national
figures,
are at the same time represented
25. Rrahman Paçariza, “Schatz
mirësevjen!”,
Express,
16 July which
2016, https://www.gazetaexpress.com/shkurte-shqip/schatz-miresevjen-227579/?archive=1, (Access date: 1 September 2019).

as “defender[s]

Christianity in the Balkans” or as “magnificent patriotic and European figure[s]” in scho

26. Kukunews, Instagram, 16 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/kukunews/p/BmjLE0zBeW5/?utm_
27
source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=abwcrxt71lsz,
(Access date: 1 September 2019).

books. Moreover, the complexity of the Albanian history during the Ottoman Empire
ignored at the expense of the focus on a Eurocentric account of history.28
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Education
When it comes to how Islam is treated in Kosovo’s high schools, one notices the biased focus on narratives that are ‘Albanian and European.’ This discourse drastically
sanctions voices criticizing these national figures, which are at the same time represented as “defender[s] of Christianity in the Balkans” or as “magnificent patriotic
and European figure[s]” in school books.27 Moreover, the complexity of the Albanian
history during the Ottoman Empire is ignored at the expense of the focus on a Eurocentric account of history.28
A second phenomenon worth mentioning is the tolerance the constitutional secular state of Kosovo shows toward teaching material with Christian symbols. Christmas songs, for example, are part of the music books of Kosovo’s primary schools. In
2018, Husamedin Abazi, imam in Prishtina, criticized this (Fig. 6).29 In 2015, books
about the Bible were given as gifts to pupils of a high school in Krajkovë, a village in
Prishtina, criticized this (Fig. 6). In 2015, books about the Bible were given as gifts to pupils
the Drenica valley.30 of a high school in Krajkovë, a village in the Drenica valley.
29

30

Figure 6: A 2018 statement
by 6:Imam
songs
ininschool
books.
(see Footnote
29).
Figure
A 2018 Abazi
statementregarding
by Imam AbaziChristmas
regarding Christmas
songs
school books.
(see Footnote
29).
Politics

Islamophobia
is a ‘tool’mësimore
Kosovar foreign
policy uses
show loyalty
to Euro-Atlantic
political
27. Shkëlzen Gashi, Historia e Kosovës
në tekstet
të historisë
në to
Kosovë,
Shqipëri,
Sërbi, Mali
i Zi dhe Maqedoni, (Prishtina: 2016), http://kfos.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Historia_e_Kosoves_SHG_ALB.pdf,
p. 45;
circles. Published by the country’s Ministry of Education Science and Technology in 2018, the
31
“Si Mund Të Jetë Skënderbeu Kalorës
Krishtërimit?
Çfarë pupils’
Shkruante
handbookIfor
teachers on howJa
to counter
IslamicDiplomati
radicalization Francez…”
is a case in point.Bota
It isSot, 19 April
2018, https://www.botasot.info/historia-lajme/874948/si-mund-te-jete-skenderbeu-kalores-i-krishterimit-ja-cfareemblematic in the sense that current Kosovar policy makers give ‘radicalization’ issues highest
shkruante-diplomati-francez-hellip/, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
For discursive sanctions see “Vazhdon Seanca Kundër Fuad Ramiqit Dhe Të Tjerëve”, Koha.net, 28 September
2017, https://www.koha.net/arberi/47156/vazhdon-seanca-kunder-fuad-ramiqit-dhe-te-tjereve/, (Access date: 1
September 2019).
“Hoxha
Ngalindje:
PrishtinaRrëfimi
Reagon Kundër
TeksteveEvropes
Me Përmbajtje
E Shkollavepublik
Fillore”, dhe në tekstet
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Insajderi, 30 October 2018, https://insajderi.com/hoxha-nga-prishtina-reagon-kunder-teksteve-me-permbajtjeshkollore të historisë, (Tirana: 2016),
p. 12-13.
krishtere-ne-librat-e-shkollave-fillore/,
(Access date: 1 September 2019).
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sajderi, 30 October 2018, 31 https://insajderi.com/hoxha-nga-prishtina-reagon-kunder-teksteve-me-permbajtje“Parandalimi I Ekstremizmit Të Dhunshëm. Doracak Për Mësimdhënës”, Ministry of Education Science and
Technology(Access
of date: the
Republic2019).of
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May
2018,
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http://www.ks.undp.org/content/dam/kosovo/docs/PVE/Parandalimi%20i%20ekstremizmit%2019%2006%2020

18%20per%20web.pdf,
(AccessPo
date:Shpërndahen
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Politics
Islamophobia is a ‘tool’ Kosovar foreign policy uses to show loyalty to Euro-Atlantic political circles. Published by the country’s Ministry of Education Science and
Technology in 2018, the handbook for teachers on how to counter pupils’ Islamic
radicalization is a case in point.31 It is emblematic in the sense that current Kosovar
policy makers give ‘radicalization’ issues highest priority.32 Interviewed by a Western
media, Kosovo’s current Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj unequivocally expressed
his loyalty to the West in July 2018 by refusing the Albanian Muslim identity (“I’m
Albanian. I’m not Muslim.”) (Fig. 7) and highlighting, “[Kosovo is] a Euro-Atlantic
nation. When we were in trouble, the U.S. and NATO [were] with us, so we belong
to this club.”33
Islamophobia is also a ‘tool’ the Kosovo government uses to delegitimize internal political rivals – be it on a local or national level.34 Mentor Nazarko, advisor of
Kosovo’s foreign minister Behgjet Pacolli, attacked the chairman of the opposition
party Vetëvendosje (VV, Self-Determination) Albin Kurti in a widely watched TV
debate in May 2018 by stating that his party is flirting with religious extremism.35
During the local electoral campaign in autumn 2017, Kurti used a local proverb
with Islamic references in one of his speeches.36 Although used only for rhetorical
reasons, Kurti’s saying had such a huge impact that that even an influential U.S.
newspaper used the saying out of context in order to present Vetëvendosje is an Islamic anti-Western party.37
31. “Parandalimi I Ekstremizmit Të Dhunshëm. Doracak Për Mësimdhënës”, Ministry of Education Science and
Technology of the Republic of Kosovo, May 2018, http://www.ks.undp.org/content/dam/kosovo/docs/PVE/Parandalimi%20i%20ekstremizmit%2019%2006%202018%20per%20web.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
32. “Programi I Qeverisë Së Republikës Së Kosovës 2017-2021”, Government of Kosovo, September 2017, https://
www.min-rks.net/repository/docs/programi_i_qeverise_se_republikes_se_kosoves_2017_2021.pdf, (Access date: 1
September 2019), p. 11,19, 66, 91-92; “Strategjia Për Parandalimin E Ekstremizmit Të Dhunshëm Dhe Radikalizimit Që Shpie Në Terrorizëm 2015-2020”, Government of Kosovo, September 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.
net/repository/docs/STRATEGJIA_parandalim_-_SHQIP.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019); “Strategic Development Plan 2016-2020”, Kosovo Police, http://www.kosovopolice.com/repository/docs/Plani_i_Strategjik_i_PKse_-Shqip.pdf, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
33. James Reinl, “Islam Takes Backseat in Kosovo Politics as Country Pushes for EU Membership”, Middle East Eye,
10 July 2018, https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/islam-takes-backseat-kosovo-politics-region-pushes-eu-membership-117483433, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
34. Artan Haraqija, “Shkruan Artan Haraqija: Shteti “Kombëtar” Mysliman I Albin Kurtit”, Gazeta Express, 5
June 2017, https://www.gazetaexpress.com/oped/shteti-kombetar-mysliman-i-albin-kurtit-383748/, (Access date: 1
September 2019).
35. See “Kurti përplaset me këshilltarin e Pacollit, pasi e akuzoi për “Flirtim me fenë islame””, Indeksonline, 31 May
2018, https://indeksonline.net/kurti-perplaset-me-keshilltarin-e-pacollit-pasi-e-akuzoi-per-flirtim-me-fene-islame/,
(Access date: 2 September 2019).
36. “Albin Kurti Betohet Në Kur’an (Video)”, Zëri, 17 October 2017, https://zeri.info/zgjedhjet-lokale-2017/167330/albin-kurti-betohet-ne-kuran-video/, (Access date: 2 September 2019).
37. Fron Nahzi, “Is Europe Pushing Kosovo into the Arms of Erdoğan?”, HuffPost, 26 November 2017, https://
www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/is-europe-pushing-kosovo-into-the-arms-of-erdo%C4%9Fan_us_5a1abe30e4b0bf1467a84754?guccounter=1, (Access date: 2 September 2019).
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some Western states use against Muslim mig
context.39

Vetëvendosje refrains from explicit Islamic
policies.38 Yet, it is the only political party to
challenge Islamophobia. For example, Kurti
repeatedly argues the following: (1) Islamic
extremism is not the biggest threat to Kosovo,
as the government puts it; the biggest threat Figure 7: The quote of Kosovo’s Prime Minister
Ramush Haradinaj in the 2018 Middle East Eye
7: The
ofinKosovo’s
Prime Minister Ramu
is still Serbia, and (2) Islam is part of the Al- Figure
article “Islam
Takesquote
Backseat
Kosovo Politics
Takes
Backseat
Politics
as Country
Pushes in
for Kosovo
EU Membership”.
(see as Country Pushes fo
banian tradition. Hence, using Islamophobia,
Footnote 33).
which some Western states use against Muslim
migrant communities, is pointless in the Albanian
context.39
Media

Media
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traditionally
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and ‘European’,
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against them (Fig. 9).46 In line with a Eurocentric view on Islam, this article

of removing the hijab as ‘emancipatory’ and, thus, addresses hijabi women in Kosowomen’s
agency.
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Figure 9: 2017 Prishtina Insight article addressing hijabi women in Koso
Kallxo.com. (see Footnote 46).
Figure 9: 2017 Prishtina Insight article addressing hijabi women in Kosovo, Albanian version published at
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Figure 11: Jeton Maloku’s tweet exposing the fake content of the news (translation of text in red box: “[The Imam]
Mohamad Hoblos will not come to Kosovo, the page spreading this info is fake.”). (see Footnote 49).
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Furthermore, the former Pristina Grand Mosque Imam Shefqet Krasniqi was acquitted of
inciting terrorism in March 2018 (Fig. 12).55
a 2016 anti-terrorism law, the
state closed down at least 14
Islamic NGOs.50 Wearing the
hijab in a public institution
is another controversial issue
that has yet to be resolved.51
A 2016 case suggests that the
headscarf is not allowed for
the staff of the Kosovo police.52 At the same time, LaFigure 12: An article that appeared in 2018 in Balkan Insight announcing binota Demi Murtezi wore
that Shefqet Krasniqi was acquitted of inciting terrorism.
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53
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Internet
published in Kosovo’s newspapers.54 This arbitrary behavior by the Kosovar state
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the opposite of Islamic Albanian values (Fig. 13).56 Anti-Muslim messages are spread
more aggressively on Facebook. FMimages Albania (more than 100,000 followers)
and Feja e shqiptarit është Europa (“The Religion of Albanians Is Europe.” around
40,000 followers) are platforms that constantly post content stultifying imams and
other signifiers of Islam in a way that is coherent with Western Islamophobia. Often,
quotes of imams are taken out of context in order to present the ‘premodern’, ‘aggressive’ and ‘non-rational’ ‘essence’ of Islam. One such example is a posted video of
an imam whose speech is summarized in this misleading quote: “One can be a killer,
a terrorist, a pedophile, but if he prays he is a better person in the eyes of Allah than
somebody who doesn’t pray” (Fig. 14).57
Viewed weekly over 200,000
times, the online series Stupcat,
addressing current social and
political issues in Kosovo, is interesting in at least three aspects.
First, whereas Stupcat problematizes issues like the omnipotence
of Western NGOs or gender inequality, Islamophobia is ignored.
Second, Stupcat illustrates the
presence of the society’s daily habits derived from Islam, which are
never reproduced as such in elitist
discourses. Three, the Albanian
diaspora in the West is presented
as the ‘oriental’ Albanian whose
lifestyle is ‘trapped’ in Albanian
Figure
13: 13:
An example
of lessofexplicit
Islamophobic
content posted
by sarcasm_al. (see Footnote 56).
Figure
An example
less explicit
Islamophobic
content
tradition rooted in Islamic pracposted by sarcasm_al. (see Footnote 56).
tices (Fig. 15).58

56. Sarcasm_al, Instagram, 3 June 2018, https://www.instagram.com/p/BjkmcA_ngi4/?utm_source=ig_share_
sheet&igshid=1tfp9fgq4gaki, (Access date: 3 September 2019); sarcasm_al, Instagram, 6 January 2018, https://
www.instagram.com/p/Bdn9OL5HHm-/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=zq5qrhc82i9g, (Access date: 3
September 2019).
57. For the quote, see: Feja E Shqiptarit Është Europa, Facebook, 26 November 2018, https://www.facebook.com/
pg/ILLYROPIAN/posts/?ref=page_internal, (Access date: 3 September 2019); Feja e shqiptarit është Europa, Facebook, 17 November 2018, https://www.facebook.com/pg/ILLYROPIAN/posts/?ref=page_internal, (Access date: 3
September 2019); FMimages Albania, Facebook, 29 December 2018, https://www.facebook.com/FMimagesAlbania/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
58. “Stupcat Egjeli 2018: Season 2”, Stupcat, https://video.gjirafa.com/egjeli, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
Figure 14: An example of explicit Islamophobic content posted by Feja e shqiptarit është Europa; translation of
the post: “One can be a killer, a terrorist, a pedophile, but if he prays he is a better person in the eyes of Allah than
somebody who doesn’t pray’ - live from the Australian colleague of Shefqet Krasniqi”. (see Footnote 57).
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Figure 13: An example of less explicit Islamophobic content posted by sarcasm_al. (see Footnote 56).

Figure 14: An example of explicit Islamophobic content posted by Feja e shqiptarit është Europa; translation of
Figure 14: An example of explicit Islamophobic content posted by Feja e shqiptarit është Europa; translation of
the post: “One can be a killer, a terrorist, a pedophile, but if he prays he is a better person in the eyes of Allah than
the post: “One can be a killer, a terrorist, a pedophile, but if he prays he is a better person in the eyes of Allah than
somebody who doesn’t pray’ - live from the Australian colleague of Shefqet Krasniqi”. (see Footnote 57).
somebody who doesn’t pray’ - live from the Australian colleague of Shefqet Krasniqi”. (see Footnote 57).

Figure 15: Sahit Plisi is a protagonist in the television series Stupcat, He plays the role of a Kosovo-Albanian living in
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Being regularly invited to TV shows addressing Islam and Albanians, the political advisor Blerim Latifi argues in favor of an Albanian identity which clearly
distances itself from Islam.60 Arbana Xharra, former editor-in-chief of the widely
read daily newspaper Zëri, is another famous figure in the Islamophobia network.
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Figure 16: An older article by Arbana Xharra which is in line with the European stereotyping of Islam
Figure 16: An older article by Arbana Xharra which is in line with the European stereotyping of Islam
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Observed Civil Society and Political Assessment
and Initiatives
Even though the media is a crucial driving force of Kosovar Islamophobia, some
newspapers suggested how Islamophobia can be fought in 2018. For example, the renowned daily newspaper Koha Ditore regularly published articles challenging Islamophobia, especially through the writings of Middle East expert Muhamed Mufaku
who reminded the Albanian discourse of the vivid links between Albanians and the
Middle East.64 Halil Kastrati, whose Islamic charity foundation Jetimat e Ballkanit
(Orphans of the Balkans) built 120 houses for families in need in 2018, was named
“Person of the Year” by the widely read online newspaper Insajderi (Fig. 17).65 It
is interesting to note that Insajderi, also known for its Islamophobic coverage (as
shown in the media section), did not mention that Kastrati’s major motivation is
his Islamic educational background.66
On the local level, an initiative worth mentioning is the construction of social
housing in 2018 by three municipalities in the south of Kosovo in collaboration
with Kastrati’s charity foundation.67 Moreover, it also should not be forgotten that
Vetëvendosje challenges Islamophobia on the political level, as has been shown earlier
in this report.
Given the importance Kosovar media has in spreading Western-style stereotyping of Islam, a measure Kosovar media regulation bodies could envisage are campaigns that raise the awareness of Islamophobic coverage.68 Another measure against
Islamophobia could be the foundation of an observatory institution that monitors
to what extent secularism, as defined in Kosovo’s constitution, is respected by civil
society and state institutions.

64. Muhamed Mufaku, “Kusari’ Për Shqiptarët Në Gadishullin Arab Në Fillim Të Shekullit XIV”, Koha Ditore,
10 November 2018, https://www.koha.net/kulture/128062/kusari-per-shqiptaret-ne-gadishullin-arab-ne-fillim-teshekullit-xiv/, (Access date: 3 September 2019); Muhamed Mufaku, “Libri I Zi’ Amerikan Dhe Planet Për Shqipërinë
E Kosovën Më 1918”, Koha Ditore, 21 July 2018, https://www.koha.net/kulture/106386/libri-i-zi-amerikan-dheplanet-per-shqiperine-e-kosoven-me-1918/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
65. Parim Olluri, “Insajderi Shpall Halil Kastratin ‘Person I Vitit 2018”, Insajderi, 29 December 2018, https://
insajderi.com/insajderi-shpall-halil-kastratin-person-i-vitit-2018/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
66. Ibid. For the piety of Halil Kastrati see his Instagram account, https://www.instagram.com/halilkastrati/?hl=en,
(Access date: 3 September 2019).
67. “Në Prizren, 28 Nëntori U Festua Ndryshe: ‘Jetimat E Ballkanit’, Dhuruan 28 Shtëpi Për Familjet Në Nevojë
(Video)”, Telegrafi, 14 November 2018, https://telegrafi.com/ne-prizren-u-festua-28-nentori-ndryshe-jetimat-eballkanit-dhuruan-28-shtepi-per-familjet-ne-nevoje-video/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
68. Kosovo has two media regulation bodies. Whereas the Press Council of Kosovo is a self-regulatory body
and donor-dependet, the Independent Media Commission is the broadcasting media regulatory body funded by the state. Press Council of Kosovo: http://presscouncil-ks.org/?lang=en, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
Independent Media Commission: http://www.kpm-ks.org/?faqe=141&gjuha=3, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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Two policy recommendations for politics and NGOs have already been given:
raising awareness of Islamophobia in media coverage, and founding an observatory
body that monitors the respect of secularism, as defined in Kosovo’s constitution, in
civil society and state institutions.
Furthermore, it is essential to tackle Islamophobia on the governmental and
NGO level, because Islamophobia is structural. In this sense, awareness campaigns
for Islamophobia should not only focus on journalism but also on civil society and
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institutional matters. To put it differently, it should be understood that Islamophobia is as unacceptable as racism, anti-Semitism, or misogyny in political discourses.
Even though numerous state reports on ‘violent extremism’ have shown that
Islam is arbitrarily framed as a political danger in Kosovo, it should be made clear
that this approach is a violation of the freedom of religion.
The employment policy in state institutions, be it on the national or local level,
should be reviewed as well in order to make sure that there is no discrimination based
on religion (or on certain practices of piety).
In Kosovo, Islam is an integral part of the local traditions. This crucial contextual difference in comparison to Western Europe should be used by state officials and
civil society to adopt a non-Islamophobic stance toward Islam.

Chronology
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
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23.03.2018: The former Pristina Grand Mosque Imam Shefqet Krasniqi
was acquitted of inciting terrorism in March 2018.
31.05.2018: Mentor Nazarko, advisor of Kosovo’s foreign minister Behgjet
Pacolli, attacked the chairman of the opposition party Vetëvendosje (VV,
Self-Determination) Albin Kurti in a widely watched TV debate by stating
that his party is flirting with religious extremism.
23.06.2018: After uploading a photo with the comment “elhamdulillah”
on Twitter, Xherdan Shaqiri was verbally attacked by a famous journalist.
10.07.2018: Interviewed by an international media outlet, Kosovo’s Prime
Minister refuses his Muslim identity: “I’m Albanian. I’m not Muslim.”
30.10.2018: Prishtina Imam Husamedin Abazi criticizes Christmas songs
that are part of the music books of Kosovo’s primary schools.
23.11.2018: Kosovo’s ambassador in Italy Alma Lama gets revoked from
her position due to an interview containing controversial statements about
Islam.
28.11.2018: Inauguration of social housing built by the Islamic charity
organization Jetimat e Ballkanit (Orphans of the Balkans) in collaboration
with three municipalities in the south of Kosovo.
29.12.2018: Islamic humanist Halil Kastrati, founder of Jetimat e Ballkanit, is named “Person of the Year” by the widely read online newspaper
Insajderi.
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